
 

 

 
 
Re: Response email to ACHA Membership 
Date: 6/19/19 
 
Current and Former ACHA Members: 
 
There have been a number of press releases, emails, phone calls and social media posts from 
the ACHA about the CHF which are aimed at scaring you away from considering a viable 
alternative to them for club hockey.  It is now time for us to respond and we apologize for the 
length here, but there’s been a lot of noise put forth by the ACHA that requires a detailed 
understanding so you all have both sides to consider. 
 
For more than a year now, our predominately East Coast group has been diligently working to 
address the archaic organizational practices and by-laws of the ACHA and return the focus of 
the ACHA to its roots, where “Student-Athletes Came First”.   
   
Our group, which is comprised of individuals who encompass a wide range of corporate level 
professions and more than one hundred years of involvement and influence collectively within 
the ACHA, have attempted on countless occasions over the past year to engage the ACHA 
leadership in meaningful dialog in the hopes of addressing issues that negatively impact the 
member teams and players.  These concerns range from the disregarding of large groups of 
members needs and goals, to inadequate communication, lack of transparency, financial 
irregularities, and general disconnectedness from the base.  But, the most important of all 
concerns, is the ACHA doesn’t offer a voice to the majority of its members.  
 
Over the course of this past year, our group adopted a plan aimed at trying to return the voice 
to all members of the ACHA, not just the fortunate and connected. Our group presented a 
series of contemporary ideas within the guidelines set by the ACHA that would have 
empowered all member teams and ensured that all would have a voice.  But yet again, the 
archaic practices and the “fortunate few” have once again silenced the majority. It was at this 
point, after receiving supportive feedback from many in attendance at the Annual Meeting that 
they too had been ignored and shared their interest and input on a new direction with us. The 
only way to truly rectify these challenges was to move on. 
  
The Collegiate Hockey Federation was formed to afford student-athletes an alternative option 
to participate in a dynamic college hockey experience built upon a foundation of transparency, 
inclusivity and returning the voice to its member programs.  This was not hurriedly put together 
overnight by a bunch of disgruntled people, but rather built to a level of frustration from over a 
year’s worth of many attempts at engaging the ACHA leadership and board in a meaningful 
dialogue.  
 
The Collegiate Hockey Federation is steadfast in its efforts to ensure the highest quality of 
hockey, service and organization to its member programs and their players. The student-athlete  



 

 

 
 
 
 
who works 20 plus hours a week, to pay for school and hockey, who strives to continue to 
compete within the game he or she loves, has long been forgotten by the ACHA, as evidenced 
by the decisions and actions the board has made in recent years. 
 
PLEASE SEE THE ATTACHED PRESENTATION FOR HOW WE HAVE TRIED TO ENGAGE WITH THE 
ACHA, AND ULTIMATELY HOW WE ARE APPROACHING BUILDING A NEW AND MORE UP TO 
DATE ORGANIZATION FOR THE BENEFIT OF COLLEGIATE CLUB HOCKEY.  
 
As the Collegiate Hockey Federation continues to prepare for its inaugural season, our group 
has maintained a standard of professionalism and decorum, while providing information and 
creating forums for all who have inquired about our group, its purpose, and our mission.  It is 
unfortunate that within the context of what we are doing, which is trying to provide for 
students, the response and behavior from the ACHA and members of its leadership has been 
downright inexcusable. Utilizing social media, mass emails, and selective phone 
correspondence to mislead, misrepresent and project a narrative aimed at discrediting and 
impeding this new organization that only exists due to the failures of ACHA leadership in 
adapting to meet the needs of all members.  This is not only unconscionable, but extremely 
unprofessional. 
 
What we now face is the ACHA, under the leadership of Craig Barnett, resorting to selectively 
projecting this idea that the AHCA has the monopoly on USA Hockey Insurance and is the only 
option to play intercollegiate club hockey outside of the NCAA. Mr. Barnett also finds it 
professionally appropriate to share a private letter addressed to a CHF member, from Mr. 
Bevins (USAH) who also sits on the ACHA board, to reinforce this malicious and deceptive 
narrative and is devoid of factual substance.  
 
It is quite shocking how quickly the tone of the ACHA has changed in just over two weeks where 
we met together in Colorado Springs at the USA Hockey Congress.  Craig Barnett and other 
ACHA officials espoused a very different set of opinions when they learned that the CHF 
Membership would have the ability to get USAH insurance, and openly supported the idea of 
allowing ACHA teams to play CHF teams ensuring that local competition and rivalries could still 
exist. Mr. Barnett and the ACHA Board have now chosen a path to speak on behalf of USA 
Hockey in an attempt to mislead its membership as to the realities of being a USA Hockey 
Member.  If you read Mr. Bevins’ letter to the CHF, it states that USAH will not be granting a 
national affiliate designation but will allow CHF teams and players to register through their local 
district affiliates.  Point of fact is that we’ve never asked to have national affiliate status and 
realize the CHF needs to earn that right over time, similar to the ACHA. 
 
Mr. Bevins has ignored all requests from the CHF to meet and discuss a path forward for CHF 
members to be the USA Hockey members since late 2018.  The CHF Incoming Chairman has  



 

 

 
 
 
 
recently responded to Mr. Bevins’ letter clarifying the misinformation and once again 
requesting an opportunity to meet and work together with USAH. 
 
Let us directly and openly offer our perspectives to what Mr. Barnett put forth in his email to 
remove the appearance of any doubt: 
 
(A) Mr. Barnett states: ACHA is the only non-NCAA College Hockey Partner of USA Hockey. 
 
CHF:  This is absolutely true, and we have never asked USAH to be considered for national 
affiliate status.  We realize the CHF needs to earn that right over time, similar to the ACHA. 
 
However, this absolutely does not mean that CHF Members will be denied permission to be 
members of USA Hockey.  On the contrary, please see Mr. Bevins’ letter to the CHF where he 
fully outlines that the registration process will be done at the district and local levels rather 
than at a national level which is currently in place for the ACHA.  Mr. Barnett infers here that 
since the CHF is not a national affiliate, we will not have access to USAH membership which is 
completely false and mis-leading. 
 
(B) Mr. Barnett states: The Value of USA Hockey Insurance as a Member of the ACHA: One of the 
biggest values our ACHA members receive is USA Hockey insurance.  As the exclusive college 
partner of USA Hockey, ACHA members receive insurance for $700 per team (this is part of your 
ACHA annual dues).  The cost to register individually through an affiliate for 2019-20 will be 
$46/player or coach (up from $40 last season) plus any affiliate fees. 
 
CHF:  This is absolutely true, and the ACHA has negotiated preferential rates given the size of 
the organization and longstanding relationship as a client.  However, the CHF has not 
negotiated rates with USAH and the ACHA is in no position to tell others what the cost will be.  
In addition, we are anticipating that our significant level of sponsorship and fundraising will 
offset various fees, including USAH insurance.  Again, the ACHA is in no position to suggest any 
CHF member costs. 
 
(C) Mr. Barnett states: ACHA Exclusive Partnership with USA Hockey.  ACHA registered teams 
are prohibited to play games against non-registered teams and leagues… who are not 
registered with USA Hockey. 
 
CHF:  This is absolutely true, but CHF teams and players will be registered with USA Hockey and 
therefore have the right to play other teams who are also registered.  For example, there have 
been many ACHA teams in the past who have played games against independent teams who 
are registered with USA Hockey and have been allowed by the ACHA.  We see this as precedent  
 



 

 

 
 
 
and no different.  Mr. Barnett also acknowledged this to the CHF members present in Colorado 
Springs during conversations. 
 
(D) Mr. Barnett states: ACHA Affiliate Agreements with Leagues and Conferences… will afford 
leagues and officers insurance coverage. 
 
CHF:  Mr. Barnett is inferring here that the CHF will not be offering insurance coverage to its 
affiliated leagues and officers.  The CHF will have similar or better insurance for its affiliated 
leagues and officers.   
 
(E) Mr. Barnett states: Declaration of ACHA Membership for 2019-20 Season must be done by 
we are requiring teams and leagues to confirm their official intent to be a member of the ACHA 
by JULY 12, 2019. 
 
CHF: The July 12th declaration for teams is something new and was created by the ACHA board 
without membership approval.  This is in direct response to the creation of the CHF and is trying 
to force members to commit.  There are many questions that need to be answered prior to 
committing to any organization and ask yourself this question: Why are they rushing for you to 
declare so early this year which is quite different than in the past? 
 
As the ACHA is realizing that the CHF is becoming a reality, the tactics, tone and message of the 
AHCA has become very condescending and negative, while the hypocrisy that ultimately led us 
to this point, continues to become more evident. 
 
The Collegiate Hockey Federation, at its core, is a group of coaches, conference heads and 
former ACHA administrators who deeply appreciate the rich traditions and history they’ve 
experienced within the game of hockey. In light of yesterday’s email blast by the ACHA, it is 
important for all who read this to be reminded, that the ACHA is nothing but 4 letters, and that 
rich tradition and history that so many cling to, with blind loyalty, exists only because of the 
leadership, vision, commitment and work ethic of the people that the student-athletes and 
their corresponding programs entrusted to care for the game they love.  
 
Regardless of how we got here, there is now a viable alternative in college club hockey and 
people are voting with their feet - some will come to the CHF while others will stay with the 
ACHA.  At the end of the day, it is all of your right to decide without any artificial impediments, 
half-truths and scare tactics.  Your choices should be made on the merits of what each option 
has to offer, which frankly will push both of our organizations to be better on behalf of the 
student-athletes. 
 
 Best Regards, 
 Collegiate Hockey Federation 


